Registration Errors

The following section will look at some of the error messages you can receive in Banner and what exactly they mean!

1. Scheduling Errors

![Registration Add Errors]

**Status**: TIME CONFLICT WITH 2099 1

**Cause**: You have registered for a course that takes place at the same time as one you are already registered for. Try choosing a class at another time or drop the other class.

Other scheduling errors include **capacity** (class is full), **duplicate** (you already registered for this course), or the class is **closed**.

2. Special Approval Errors
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**Status**: INSTRUCTOR'S SIGNATURE 12

**Cause**: The class you are registering for requires the approval of the instructor.

Other Special Approval Errors include department approval and dean approval.

3. Prerequisite Errors
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**Status**: PREQ AND TEST SCORE-ERROR 102

**Cause**: The class you are registering for requires the prerequisite of another course.

Other Prerequisite Errors include course prerequisites not met, or the course is closed.

Questions or Comments? Contact the BLISS Support Team: bliss@sandiego.edu
Cause: You are registering for a course that has a prerequisite or a test score requirement. Please contact bliss@sandiego.edu support if you are receiving this error but do NOT think you should be.

4. Additional Restrictions

Cause: You have attempted to register for a course that is either at the wrong level (undergraduate, graduate, law), or your class standing does not permit you to register for a course.